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 CT-01 Through-Wall Scupper

 CT-02 Drain Detail

 CT-03 Edge Flashing - Gravel Stop

 CT-03A Edge Flashing - BUR

 CT-03B Edge Flashing - Alternate

 CT-04 Curb Flashing

 CT-05 Base Flashing on Concrete/Masonry Wall w/Metal Counterflashing

 CT-06 Base Flashing & Wall Covering on Wood Parapet Wall

 CT-06A Base Flashing & Wall Covering on Concrete/Masonry Wall

 CT-07 Concrete or Masonry Wall Base Flashing w/a 5-Course Flashing System

 CT-08 Steel or Wood Stud Stucco Wall with “Z” Bar

 CT-09 Curb-Equipment Platform

 CT-10 Wood Deck Equipment or Area Divider

 CT-11 Pipe Flashing - Lead or Sheet Metal

 CT-11A Pipe Flashing - BUR Only

 CT-12 Pipe Flashing, Lead or Sheet Metal - Surface Mounted on Membrane

 CT-13 Flashing Pan

 CT-14 Multi Piping through Roof Deck

 CT-15 Mechanical Equipment Stand

 CT-16 Equipment Platform Steel

 CT-17 Pipe Roller Support

 CT-18 Flexible Expansion Joint

 CT-18A Raised Flexible Expansion Joint

 CT-18B Roof-to-Wall Expansion Joint

 CT-19 Pressure Release Vent

 CT-20 Seismic Strap
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 CT-21 End Lap Detail

 CT-22 Roof Transition Flashing

 CT-23 Termination Bar Flashing

 CT-24 Hot Pipe Flashing

 CT-25 Structural Member Through Roof Deck

 CT-26 Gutter with Perimeter Edge Metal

 CT-27 Lightning Protection Terminal

 CT-28 Mansard Transition

 CTL-01A SmartFlash - One-Ply Base Flashing w/Cut-in Reglet

 CTL-01B SmartFlash - One-Ply Base Flashing w/Counterflashing

 CTL-03 SmartFlash - Parapet Wall w/Metal Coping Cap

 CTL-15 SmartFlash - Field Fabricated Outside Corner Flashing

 CTL-16 SmartFlash - Field Fabricated Inside Corner Flashing

 CTL-17 SmartFlash - Door Sill Flashing

 CTL-18 SmartFlash - Tie-In to Modified Bitumen/BUR Membrane

 CTL-18A SmartFlash - Tie-In to EPDM Membrane

 CTL-19 SmartFlash - Tie-In to Modified Bitumen/BUR Membrane w/Cut-in Reglet

 CTL-20 SmartFlash - Tie-In to Modified Bitumen/BUR Membrane

 CTL-21 SmartFlash - Field Fabricated Pipe Penetration Flashing

 CTL-23 SmartFlash - Irregular Penetration Angle Flashing

 CTL-24 SmartFlash - Wide Flange Flashing

 CTL-25 SmartFlash - Irregular Penetration Uni-Strut Channel Flashing

 CTL-27 SmartFlash - Curb/Pad Encapsulation Flashing

 CTL-28 SmartFlash - One-Ply Curb Flashing

APPENDIX

 Appendix I

Published Construction Details in this manual are intended 
for guidance only.  NRCA, WSRCA, and MRCA construction 
details also meet CertainTeed warranty requirements.
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Roofs are frequently interrupted by the intersection of adjoining 
roof sections, adjacent walls, or penetrations such as skylights, 
mechanical equipment curbs and plumbing soil-pipe stacks. 
This creates opportunities for leakage. Special steps must be 
taken at these locations for weather protection. 

The components used to control water entry at these locations 
are usually called flashings. The way in which the individual 
roofing, flashing and counterflashing components interface and 
are configured is called a detail.

Tight control of details is essential to long-term roof 
performance, whatever the type of roof construction. The low-
slope membrane roofing and flashing details discussed in this 
manual are considered general details, not specifically designed 
for any particular low-slope roof assembly. The details show the 
general components that are commonly used and the sequence 
in which these components may be put together to provide 
weatherproof flashing for the condition shown. Contractors 
and designers should be aware that these general details may 
need to be altered to suit the specific flashing conditions on any 
particular roofing project. The project designer is responsible for 
the design of the actual, specific details for any given project.

The designer should consider CT’s requirements and guidelines 
when beginning a project. The following should also be 
considered:

1.  Metal Flashing Components

Because metals have different thermal expansion and contraction 
characteristics than most roof membrane materials, when 
possible, it is advisable to isolate metal flashings from the roof 
membrane and membrane flashing. Embedding (sandwiching) 
metal flashing flanges into the roof membrane or membrane 
flashing, at certain flashing details, can result in differential 
movement that can fatigue the membrane materials and may 
later cause tears, splits or cracks in the membrane flashing or 
roof membrane. For this reason, the solid securement of all 
flashing accessories to wood nailers is essential.

2. Wood Nailers and Blocking

Wood nailers and blocking at roof edges and other points of 
termination are among the many details shown in this manual. 
Among other advantages, the nailers provide protection for the 
edge of the insulation and also provide a substrate on which 
the terminating roofing and membrane flashing materials can 
be anchored. The nailers must be securely attached to the 
roof deck and/or structural framing system. In the design of 
the specific details for a project, the designer should design 

and clearly indicate the manner in which wood nailers and/or 
blocking are to be incorporated into the detail conditions. The 
designer should also specify the means of attachment, as well 
as the fastening schedule for wood nailers and/or blocking.

2.  Underwriters Laboratories or Factory  
Mutual Requirements

The designer should consult Factory Mutual Research Corporation 
(FMRC) or Underwriters Laboratories (UL) publications if the 
building owner’s insurance carrier or project specifier requires 
compliance with FMRC or UL requirements for specific roof 
deck, insulation, membrane and attachment criteria. 

3.  Rooftop Equipment and Related Flashing

Although not recommended by CertainTeed, the roof 
is often used as the location for ventilating, heating and  
air-conditioning equipment. The building owner may encounter 
weatherproofing-related problems with mechanical equipment 
because of the design of that equipment and the lack of clearly 
defined responsibility for its installation and weatherproofing by 
all involved contractors, materials suppliers and manufacturers.

Heating, ventilating and air-conditioning housings and 
equipment can be attributed to one or more of the following 
weatherproofing problems and/or deficiencies:

to accept the membrane flashing.

housing that is exposed to the weather, letting water enter 
the building directly through the unit.

flashings or lack of adequate counterflashing to overlap 
and protect the membrane base flashing.

deck intended to support the weight of the ventilating, 
heating  and air-conditioning unit, which usually results in 
excessive roof deflection and resulting ponding water.

pipes and drain lines that extend through the roof to 
operate the HVAC equipment.

equipment.
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4. General Application Guidelines

The Base Flashing is the bituminous flashing that provides the 
transition from the completed field membrane to a surface 
that is in a different plane than the field of the roof, such as a 
parapet wall or curb. The base flashings should always extend 
a minimum of 8” above the roof surface and 4” out onto the 
field membrane. The base flashing should not extend more than 
24” above the roof surface. Base flashings should be secured 
at the top edge with the appropriate mechanical fasteners 
spaced 9” o.c. maximum to prevent sliding or sagging. Prior 
to the installation of the base flashing, the completed field 
membrane should be terminated 2” above the top of the cant 
at vertical transitions. All base flashings require additional 
treatment (counterflashing) at their vertical termination to 
ensure proper performance. Some of these treatments include 
metal counterflashing, metal cap, stone coping and additional 
reinforced bituminous treatment.

Allow for differential movement in the flashing system, 
particularly when the roof deck is not supported by the adjoining 
wall.

Cant strips should be used at right angle intersections to avoid 
stress to the base flashing and provide a solid backing. The 
cant strip should have a face that measures a minimum of 3”. 
All masonry and/or concrete surfaces to receive base flashing 
should be primed with CertainTeed FlintPrime Asphalt Primer and 
allowed to dry thoroughly prior to the application of the flashing.

Flintlastic SBS base flashings can generally be applied using 
either hot asphalt or CertainTeed trowel grade FlintBond 
Modified Bitumen Adhesive. Do not use conventional cut-back 
asphalt flashing cement to apply Flintlastic SBS base flashings. 
When hot asphalt is used to attach the base flashings, only 
ASTM D312 Type III and Type IV asphalts are acceptable. The 
asphalt should have a minimum temperature at the point of 
application of 400°F or be at the EVT, whichever is higher. In 
cold weather (below 40°F), special precautions must be taken 
to ensure that the asphalt reaches the flashing area at the 
proper temperature.

Flintlastic APP base flashings are designed for torch application. 
Smooth Flintlastic APP base flashings require coating with 
FlintCoat or an acceptable roof coating.

5.  Flintlastic SA Self-Adhering SBS Modified 
Bitumen Roll Roofing

Flintlastic SA roofing membrane is a premium, self-adhering 
SBS modified bitumen roll roofing material suitable for use 
in accordance with CertainTeed specifications for most low-
slope roof system applications. It is a self-adhered equivalent 
to CertainTeed’s Flintlastic hot asphalt applied and cold 
adhesive applied SBS systems. The construction details in 
this section, as designated for Flintlastic SBS systems, are 
applicable for Flintlastic SA installations when the following 
general guidelines are followed:

is required.

SBS Modified Bitumen Adhesive Trowel Grade and cant, 
caulk or seal the completed detail as diagramed. Seal all 
edge flashings with a bead of FlintBond caulk grade.

are set in a bed of FlintBond SBS Modified Bitumen Trowel 
Grade whenever installed over, or coming in contact with, 
granuled surfaces such as at base flashings and wall 
coverings or at end laps, etc.

of membrane materials. Flintlastic SA membranes are 
specifically designed to be applied together as a system.

a weighted roller as each is installed.
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6.  SmartFlash™ Fluid Applied Flashing 
Membranes

CertainTeed SmartFlash flashing membranes are two 
component, UV-stable, fluid-applied polyester reinforced 
membranes for use with non-standard details when design 
or field condition does not allow sufficient clearances for 
traditional Flintlastic bituminous flashings. SmartFlash is 
designed to adhere over APP, SBS and traditional BUR 
membranes to provide extreme bond strength and seamless 
performance properties to a variety of common deck, wall 
and penetration surfaces.  Its application is ideal for flashing 
difficult architectural configurations in areas of limited access 
and is resilient and unaffected by ponding water and ice 
conditions. SmartFlash membranes are ideally suited for new 
construction, retrofit and roof maintenance purposes. The 
applicator shall adhere to the following general guidelines:

Application of SmartFlash is recommended while 
air temperatures are between 40 and 85 degrees 
Fahrenheit providing the substrate is 5 degrees above 
the dew point.

Application is a four-step process:
Preparation and cleaning of substrate. 
Application of SmartFlash primer suitable for the 
substrate.
Application of the SmartFlash membrane.
Application of the surfacing material (if an optional 
surfacing is desired).

Substrate preparation:
All surfaces must be free from gross irregularities, 
loose, unsound or foreign material such as dirt, ice, 
snow, water, grease, oil, release agents, curing 
agents, lacquers, or any other condition that would be 
detrimental to adhesion of the SmartFlash primer and 
substrate.
Masonry/Structural Concrete – Areas of soft or scaling 
surfaces, recessed or faulty mortar joints or walls with 
broken, damaged or leaking coping shall be repaired 
prior to priming.
Steel/Metal – Clean and prepare metal surfaces to near 
white metal with power tools. Notch steel surfaces 
to provide a rust stop. In addition to cleaning, all 
metal surfaces shall be abraded (ground) to provide 
a rough open surface. (A wire brush finish is not 
acceptable). Wipe prepared metal surface with MEK or 
other acceptable solvent cleaner prior to priming

Wood/Plywood – Shall be APA rated for exterior use.  
Strip plywood joints with 4” wide strips of SmartFlash 
membrane. Cover knot holes or cracks with strips of 
SmartFlash membrane.
Existing Asphaltic Bituminous Membranes – Smooth 
surface membranes with applied roof coatings shall 
have all loose coating removed and an adhesion test 
performed to confirm acceptable adhesion. Granule 
surfaced membranes shall have all loose granules 
removed from the surface by power brooming and 
vacuuming. Gravel surfaced membranes shall have 
all gravel spudded and removed and the roof surface 
thoroughly cleaned with all ridges and high points 
removed.

Application Recommendations:
Pre-cut SmartFlash Fleece reinforcement for each 
penetration, bag, and place at each flashing/penetration 
location prior to mixing SmartFlash resin components.
Mix only that amount of primer components A & B that 
can be applied in 15 minutes. Do not break down work 
packs into smaller quantities; mix the entire work pack.
Exposure of SmartFlash primer in excess of eight (8) 
days or premature exposure to moisture may require 
removal and application of new SmartFlash primer.
Mix only that amount of SmartFlash resin components  
A & B that can be used in 30 minutes. Do not break 
down work packs into smaller quantities; mix the entire 
work pack.

for complete application steps and details.

The SmartFlash construction details featured in this section 
are provided as guidelines and may be modified to suit 
the specific flashing conditions on any given project. The 
design of the actual detail remains the responsibility of the 
designer.
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This Construction Details Section has been assembled to provide technical 
information regarding the installation and design of quality low-slope membrane 
roofing and flashing details.

Contractors and designers should be aware that these details may need to be 
modified to suit the specific flashing conditions on any given roofing project. 
The design of the actual details for any project is the responsibility of the project 
designer.

Some design details, criteria and application techniques may vary based on 
climatic conditions, and each geographical area may utilize “area practices” that 
are sound and time-proven. 

CertainTeed recommends that any roof assembly be designed only after a number 
of criteria have been carefully considered, including:
 

Criteria like these play an important role in the ultimate success or 
failure of every roof assembly. They should be considered by the 
designer in order to determine the applicable specification, the correct 
components of the roof assembly and the construction details to be used.
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